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REDRESS SUBMISSION.

This REDRESS submission is a public document and is not to be changed, blocked out or changed in any
way.
We have a Royal Commission that is costing a substantial amount of money to investigate
historical abuse because both Federal and State Governments have refused in the past to investigate and
prosecute both religious and government run institutions.
Now all that can be achieved is locking up old men who have destroyed lives for decades.
All governments are very slow to act and change laws to protect children and the churches and charities
are now too powerful and wealthy and they successfully lobby governments and politician's and resist
changes to the law.
Their lawyers manipulate the system within the current laws with few of these creeps being prosecuted.
Enough is enough, make them pay Redress. Don't put it off any longer, victims have suffered for decades
and everything has been manipulated in the court's, like the Ellis defense and the statute of limitations to
minimize any payments.
Victim's are not getting any younger, they have had to endure a life of disgusting memories and the
churches and charities and governments have resisted and cry poor and will have to be dragged kicking
and screaming to pay, but pay they must.
How do you trust the current Federal Government led by Prime Minister Tony Abbott when after the
Victoria'n Government's inquiry he came to the defense of Cardinal George Pell and then admitted to the
media that he hadn't read the report Clergy Child Sex Abuse.
Sydney Morning Herald Tony Abbot defends Cardinal Pell's role November 14 2013.
Redress should be a National system but not run by or influenced by any government because as soon as a
lot of money is involved, corruption seems to rear it's ugly head. A Board should be set up of professional
legal people headed by a Judge who's job it is to distribute redress, independent of Government.
Social workers and anyone affiliated with religious orders should not be allowed on this board to minimize
the chance of influence. The money must come from both Federal and State Governments and all the
churches and charities that have allowed this abuse to happen and have actively conspired to cover up
these crimes for decades.
People who have already received some payments and signed confidentiality clauses and a clause to say
they won't sue for damages, well these contracts need to be shredded and the laws changed to protect
victims and not the other way around. Many people have been forced to pay expensive lawyer fee's
and need to have that amount refunded or not included as payment because the churches and charities
and governments have taken advantage of weak laws and have deliberately manipulated people to sign
these agreements of not to take the cases further in the Courts to save their bottom line.
The Churches, Charities and Governments need to be punished severely financially to put a stop to child
abuse in the future.
The level of proof for Redress should come from a Psychologist Report or Psychiatrist Report to minimize
the damage to victims.
Claims should be allowed for Child Sexual Abuse, Physical Abuse, Verbal Abuse and Psychological Abuse,
False Imprisonment and Torture.
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Claims should be allowed for separation of siblings, lying to people about the status of their mothers,
fathers, brothers and sisters.
Claims should also be allowed for people who have been Adopted and Fostered and suffered at the hands
of these people in a 'psuedo family' setting. Because the Government has created a fake family with
natural family feeling, with disastrous consequences for the child.
The amounts of money paid for Child Abuse Redress should be a 3 tiered system
Band 1 $ 50,000 to $100,000
Band 2 $100,000 to $200,000
Band 3 $200,000 to $500,000
The elderly and sick should be paid immediately and psychological counselling should be continued for life
if needed, and paid for from the Churches Charities and Governments.
Church and Charity Property Trust laws, like the Ellis Defense, need to be addressed by change of law, to
make them be able to be sued, and to pay claims.
The Churches and Charities do not have licence to run Banks, and these laws need to be put in practice to
stop them.
Make the Churches and Charities sell their assets or Tax them.
Make them all disclose their cash and assets and confiscate their wealth and force them to pay Redress.
Many victims have failing health because of negligence of decades.
Of not being believed by the Police and Politicians and Courts and Not prosecuting their claims.
These governments Churches and Charities made a fortune on the back of child slave labour and have the
capacity to pay.
Penance for this should be a Gold Card for Health Care for life for these people.
Their x‐trays of flattened bones, unset broken bones and wear and tear are proof of the terrible
circumstances they went through.
A lot of victims cannot read or write.
So the whole process must be simple and easy to apply for over the phone.
It should be open scheme and ongoing, because it takes decades for survivors to have the courage to come
forward or to remember the horror of their childhoods.
Many victims are in Prisons living on the streets and some are not aware that they would be eligible for
Redress.
So a campaign should be run to seek out these people. which can be done from the Federal Government
and State Goverment Records and Church and Charity Records. They must be subpoenaed and no excuses
accepted.
The homeless that have been abused should have Priority Housing immediately in ALL States.
When good men do nothing evil prospers.
Yours sincerely
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